Anycast Monitoring with passive TCP RTT
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DNS operators strive to reduce clients’ latency to authoritative
servers, and often employ IP anycast [5, 7] with this goal. Large
operators deploy dozen of globally distributed anycast sites, aiming
at being physically closer to clients, ultimately reducing the latency
to clients nearby.
Still, it is hard for an operator to know what latency its clients experience, given that operators usually do not have vantage points (VPs)
within their clients’ networks. As a result, they often rely on thirdparty services – such as Ripe Atlas [9, 10] and ThousandEyes [14] –
which have their own set of VPs on various networks. The problem,
however, these VPs are not necessarily located in the operator’s
most important client networks.
To overcome the issue with few VPs, a more comprehensive
approach involving active measurements is Verfploeter [1], which
consists in probing /24 IPv4 prefixes from the anycast address with
ICMP and determing this way the RTT. However, Verfploeter does
not scale well with IPv6.
We propose using DNS TCP RTT to estimate latency between authoritative servers and its real clients, as a complementary method
to active measurement-based ones. TCP support is required on DNS
servers [6], and latency can be estimated either during the TCP’s
session establishment or teardown. In our case, we measure DNS
TCP RTT during the connection setup.
The advantages is that this method requires no extra measurements (passive data) and it allows for estimating latency from real
clients, for both IPv4 and IPv6 (TCP latency estimation at endpoints has been used since 1996 [3], and it is widely used in passive
analysis of HTTP [11], but has not been used for DNS).
Even though most of resolver-to-authoritative traffic is UDP
(TCP covers 2-18% the Root DNS [4, 15]), it may cover networks
where most queries come from – which his is the case for .nl. We
recommend operators to determine if their DNS TCP traffic also
covers their most important clients.
Case study: We present a case study in which we developed a
authoritative server monitoring system that uses DNS TCP RTT.
We call it Anteater and currently deploy it at SIDN [12], the .nl
registry.
We show the system architecture in Figure 1. In this figure,
we show one of its authoritative servers, with 5 sites (A1–A5).
The first step consists in exporting pcap files from anycast sites
to where it TCP RTT can be extracted. In the .nl case, we employ ENTRADA [13, 17], an open-source authoritative traffic data
streaming warehouse, which extracts RTT from TCP queries [16]
during the TCP session establishment.
Anteate retrieves periodically TCP RTT from ENTRADA, and
aggregates it at different granularity levels:

(1) per authoritative servers and IP version
(2) per anycast site, authoritative server and IP version
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Figure 1: DNS TCP Latency Monitoring Architecture

Figure 2: Johannesburg DNS TCP RTT

Figure 3: Hypergiant’s IPv6 RTT to one of .nl auh servers
(3) per biggest client ASes in query volume and IP version –
“hypergiants” [8] such as Google, Facebook, Amazon and
Microsoft.
Anteater stores this information on a database (PostgreSQL),
which we connect to Grafana [2]. Grafana is a interactive visualization web application, is used to plot the aggregated and that
we have configured it to send alerts when RTTs go above chosen
thresholds.
Real world example: By analyzing DNS TCP RTT, operators can
know in near real-time the latency experience by clients. To illustrate that, consider Figure 2, in which we show the hourly average
DNS TCP RTT for the Johannesburg site (IPv4) of one of the .nl
authoritative servers. Around 8AM on on Jun 6th, the RTT experienced by this site’s clients went from less than 50ms to more
than 200ms. With this information, we contact the anycast operator, who could identify and solved the issue, which was a BGP
misconfiguration in that site.
This example can be extended for other sites, server, and client
ASes. Figure 3 shows the DNS TCP RTT for the hypergiants over
IPv6 to one of the authoritative servers.
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